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C O R E  M O T I O N Certification Program: Year Two 
 

Eligibility for Year Two 
All students who have studied Qigong basic practices: holding the tree, the healing sounds, the 
microcosmic orbit, and have basic understanding of the Five Element Theory are eligible to join the 
second year of the Certification Program. An interview with Daria Faïn will be required if the student has 
not studied with her directly. The preferred registration time is Fall or Spring, but it is possible to arrange 
to begin otherwise.  
 
Program Objectives 
The structure of the second year program and all practices offered are created with the objective to 
integrate the basic principles of the Chinese Five Element Theory in a creative process. The program is 
also conceived for the students to be self sufficient in their practice, to track their own progress, and to 
develop their ability to teach.   
 
One of the main objectives of the study program is to develop teaching skills. The program involves 
assisting with teaching during weekly classes. Students are encouraged to engage in discussion forums 
with each other regarding the teaching practice, assisting, and the material.  
 
A preliminary meeting will take place at the beginning of the second year cycle to envision a personal 
project. While deepening the understanding of the Five Element Theory, students are to find an 
expression applying key principles taught in the program to be realized as a complete project with the 
support of fellow students, Daria Faïn, and invited professionals. This is an independent undertaking and 
students have complete freedom on the medium and form they wish to present in their work publicly. 
 
In support of the above endeavor, the Fusion of the Five Elements internal practice will be integral to the 
study. 
 
The program is structured with the intention for the students to develop a space of possibilities personal 
and creative with support from Daria Faïn and other guest teachers through workshops and forum and 
personal sessions. 
  
Program Content and Details  
The second year of the study program offers the same structure as the first year with weekly classes and 
complementary workshops studies.  
 
The practices and activities required during the second year are: 

● 100h of weekly classes (50 two-hour classes); students can schedule these as they choose within 
the year schedule and must track their own attendance.  

● Students will be expected to begin assisting during these weekly classes. (Including but not 
limited to: correction of beginner students, leading warm ups and some of the first year practices 
in workshops) 

·      Four workshops: 
● The Seven Emotions 
● Fusion of the 5 Elements 
● A Tai Chi - Chi Kung Form from Mantak Chia 
● Creative process with the Five Element Theory  
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·      Forum discussions will take place twice a year where fellow students will exchange where they are in 
their creative project processes and share their findings. One guest teachers will be part of these forums.  
·     A public presentation in any form the student envisions. 
 
Summer Retreat 
·   To complete the certification, attendance to a summer retreat is required within two years of the the 
completion of the second year. Please note the retreat is not included in the tuition of the program. 
  
Optional Suggestions:  
·    Student-organized forum discussion for teaching progress: this is a space for exchange regarding 
developing teaching skills. These are self-organized and can be overseen by Daria twice a year.  
·    Student-organized reading discussion groups  
·     3 to 4 one-hour private session with Daria.  These sessions should be about the studying process 
and/or the student’s project in development.  It should be prepared conscientiously by the student with 
clear objectives. Additional sessions if necessary will require a separate financial contribution. 
 
Tuition: $2170 
All expenses in relation to students’ project are the responsibility of each of the students. 
Payment plans and work-study are available in limited quantities. If you wish to work out a payment plan, 
please contact Daria at your earliest convenience.  
 
This study can be accomplished over one calendar year, or it can also be accomplished in a time frame 
that the student needs in order to complete their project. Please speak with Daria directly if you foresee 
that your time frame for the study program that is beyond one calendar year.  
 
Contact Information 
If you have any questions, concerns, or comments, please contact coremotionprogram@gmail.com  
 
Suggested Reading List 
Mantak Chia, Awaken Healing Light of the Dao (1993) 
https://www.amazon.com/Awaken-Healing-Light-Mantak-Chia/dp/0935621466 
 
Fritjof Capra, The Tao of Physics: An Exploration of the Parallels Between Modern Physics and Eastern 
Mysticism (2010)  
https://www.amazon.com/Tao-Physics-Exploration-Parallels-Mysticism/dp/1590308352/ 
 
Helen Keller, The World I Live In (1904) 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/27683/27683-h/27683-h.htm (public domain) 
 
Peter Brook, The Empty Space (1968) 
https://www.penguin.co.uk/books/13520/the-empty-space/ 
 
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception (1945) 
https://www.amazon.com/Phenomenology-Perception-Maurice-Merleau-Ponty/dp/0415834333 
 
Joseph Rael, Being and Vibration (1993) 
https://www.amazon.com/Being-Vibration-Joseph-Rael/dp/1937462021 
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Dr. Michael Gershon, The Second Brain (1998) 
https://www.amazon.com/Second-Brain-Scientific-Groundbreaking-Understanding/dp/0060182520  
 
Francisco J. Varela, Eleanor Rosch and Evan Thompson, The Embodied Mind (1991) 
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/embodied-mind 
 
The following books are classic imperial Chinese texts translated and interpreted into French by Claude 
Larre and Elisabeth Rochat de la Vallée and translated into English by various translators. 
 
The Secret Treatise of the Orchid 
 http://www.monkeypress.net/books/secret-treatise-of-the-spiritual-orchid 
 
The Seven Emotions  
http://www.monkeypress.net/books/the-seven-emotions 
 
The Five Elements 
http://www.monkeypress.net/books/wu-xing 
 
The Way of Heaven 
http://www.monkeypress.net/books/the-way-of-heaven  
 
Rooted in Spirit  
https://www.amazon.com/Rooted-Spirit-Heart-Chinese-Medicine/dp/0882681206 
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